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Preface
This minor thesis is the final part of my study and formed the key to my graduation of Plant
Science Master degree. In my opinion a revolution for automatic crop monitoring with
sensors agricultural field research is going on currently. This thesis showed an example how
sensor data could be interpreted to improve the quality of field experiments and how this can
be integrated with machines used in agricultural field research.
In my future career as agricultural researcher I will definitely use the experience I acquired
during this research. This thesis was important for me to obtain the insights in current
developments and possible applications of new techniques for agricultural field research. I
became able to understand and follow the trend of automation and integration of big data
sampling for the improvement labour efficiency and reliability of agricultural field research.
With such knowledge and experiences in the pocket I am ready to start my career and become
a member of a new generation plant researchers.

Summary
Spatial soil variation can affect the results of an agricultural field experiment, but can
currently not be assessed due to the lack of methods to indicate where which plots are located
in the spatial soil variation. The suitability of aerial or satellite as solution for this lack were
investigated in this research in two experiments: 1. Assessment accuracy of plot boundary
determination. 2. Selection of pixel data to quantify spatial soil variation and evaluation of its
effects on plant performance using aerial and satellite images. Field experimental set up an
yield data and aerial images of a sugar beet seed storage, sugar beet cultivar comparison and
grass field experiments were assessed during this research.
Assessment accuracy plot boundary determination.
Plots were drawn within aerial and satellite images based on plot sizes and Real Time
Kinetics (RTK) measurements. The accuracy and suitability for further developments of these
methods were assessed. In this research showed both plot boundary drawing methodologies
an accuracy of 0-0.25m. However, such accuracy for plot boundary determination based on
plot sizes were only obtained if a orthomosaic of aerial images was acquired with the addition
of RTK measurements. Otherwise, an accuracy of 0-3m was obtained for plot boundary
drawings based on plot sizes if RTK measurements are automatically executed. Plot boundary
determination with RTK was considered as most suitable for further developments because
RTK measurements were required for the acquisition of aerial images and georeference of
satellite images. Furthermore, RTK measurements were insensitive for inaccuracies during
field experiment construction, has potential to determine plots more accurate when RTK
measurements are not disturbed by the presence of crops. RTK data can also be intergraded
with other machines and sensors used in agricultural field research.
IV

Selection of pixel data to quantify spatial soil variation and evaluation of its effects on
plant performance using aerial and satellite images
Several indices to quantify spatial soil variation were assessed for the aerial or satellite
images. For the best indices were the mean pixel values per index per plot compared with
sugar beet and grass yield data according to a linear regression analyses. The results of the
regression analyses should be put in the context of the field experimental set up. Large
influences of genotypic plant properties such as diploid and tetraploid for grass were observed
for yield explanation by spatial soil variation. The regression coefficients deviated largely
among the tested sugar beet cultivars and grass experiments. A more sophisticated statistical
analyses with more specific plant genetic traits taken into account was required to give an
accurate explanation yield variance by spatial soil variation on field experiments. However, a
satellite image with general patterns of bare soil seemed most suitable to explain yield
variance by spatial soil variation. Aerial images are useful to indicate more details of soil
variance. Nevertheless, this research showed that satellite images are useful to avoid strong
effects of spatial soil variation on agricultural field sugar beet experiments; plots can be
drawn in homogenous soil areas and plot GPS co-ordinates can be determined and exported
to machines used in field research.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context and background
Recent studies showed divergent applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) for crop
monitoring. The assessment of hail damage in potato crops (Zhou et al., 2016), non-plant
destructive collection of input parameters for crop growth models (Bendig et al., 2014),
outlier plot identification within trial fields (Jørgensen et al., 2015), assessment of the
response of weed plants to herbicides (López-Granados et al, 2016) and crop phenotyping by
plant breeders (Sankaran et al., 2015) are examples of such applications. A primary literature
study resulted into a small number of articles about the use of UAVs in agricultural field
research. UAVs are currently used for outlier detection, observations of late blight resistance
of potatoes and plant phenotype observations by plant breeders (Jørgensen et al., 2015,
Sugiura et al., 2016, Shi et al., 2016 and Zaman-Allah et al., 2015). These articles were in
general quite recent: 2014 - 2016. This underlined the assumption that less research about the
use of UAVs in agricultural field research has been performed yet because large
developments of UAVs have been achieved last years and are still ongoing. The small number
of articles for field research was remarkable because the performance of human observed
evaluation of crops in agricultural research is labour consuming and possibly plant
destructive. Furthermore, field experiments are susceptible to multiple environmental
influences such as spatial soil variation (Figure 1.1) (Jones et al., 2015; Sankaran et al., 2016).
The knowledge gap for the application of UAVs in field research was an opportunity for this
research. There were opportunities to discover much new added values of aerial imaging to
improve labour efficiency and reliability of agricultural field research.
Besides that, ground observations are required as reference for crop monitoring with aerial or
satellite images (Khot., et al 2016). Human observations of field experiments are accurate,
well organized in datasets and already existing. So, these can form excellent reference data for
observations with aerial or satellite images. Airborne data can easily be implemented to the
dataset of field experiment results to assess the suitability airborne data to improve labour
efficiency and reliability of field research.
This research focused on the suitability of aerial or satellite images of field experiments to
overcome the influence of spatial soil variation on field experiments. Patterns of spatial soil
variation and plot locations within it are easier detectable in aerial or satellite images than
from ground perspective. In this way, soil properties detectable in aerial of satellite images
can be quantified and added to the well-organized datasets of field experiments.
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1.2. Problem definition
Relevance of agricultural field experiments
The role of agricultural research to improve crop yield and sustainability of crop production
has increased over the last decades (Alston et al., 2010). Improvements in crop breeding,
modelling, management and eventually in crop yield were results of such research. Field
experiments within agricultural research are crucial to translate crop scientist’s basic
knowledge to agricultural practises. Laboratory and greenhouse experiments are not always
sufficient to fulfil this translation since crops have an interaction with its environment (Hall.,
2000; Harrison and List., 2004).
Spatial soil variation in agricultural field experiments
Agricultural field experiments are located in open air and often susceptible to unpredictable
influences. A common influence is the presence of spatial soil variation within a field
experiment containing parcel (Figure 1.1). Spatial soil variation can exist of variation in e.g.
soil texture, soil structure, soil pH, occurrence of soil borne pathogens. These can affect the
results of a performed field experiment (Figure 1.1) (Katsileros et al., 2015; Lúcio et al.,
2016). The influence of spatial soil variation is currently taken in statistical analyses of the
results of field experiments by the additions of blocks. Investigated objects are randomly
distributed over the blocks, but large deviations between blocks can currently not be
explained by spatial soil variation. Ground observations are inadequate to indicate, quantify
and classify spatial soil variation and indicate where plots are located within a varying soil
environment. For that reason, there is a knowledge gap to which extent soil variance affects
the results of agricultural field experiments. Additionally, interactions between soil properties
and investigated objects in a field experiments may exist. The effects of soil variance may
even override the effects of the investigated objects. Conclusions of an agricultural field
experiment may be undeserved in such cases.

Figure 1.1: Spatial soil variation within an agricultural field experiment of Sugar beets
This is a photo (taken at 27th September 2016) of the sugar beet trial field n Roosendaal assessed in this
research. The differences in crop stand were probably caused by differences in soil properties related to
water holding capacity. Plots were indicated with white pickets as visible in the image, from ground
perspective it was not feasible to indicate how plots were distributed in this varying soil environment.
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Potentials of aerial imaging to indicate spatial soil variation
Recent studies have shown that the use of high-resolution cameras on UAVs has a potential to
support visual observations of agricultural field experiments (Walter et al., 2015; Rasmussen
et al., 2016 and Jørgensen et al., 2015). UAVs can be used for the acquisition of aerial images
to map out spatial soil variation. Patterns of spatial soil variation are easier recognizable in
aerial images than from a ground perspective. Several indices to express soil variance can be
calculated from aerial RGB images for each plot of an agricultural field experiment
(Bartholomeus and Kooistra, 2015; Rasmussen et al., 2016). These indices can be
implemented as variate or factor during statistical analyses of the results of a performed
agricultural field experiment.
Next to aerial images acquired with an UAV, 1.5m resolution open source satellite images are
available (NSO, 2016). The satellite images are available from 2014 onwards and are
frequently collected over the year. Images with bare ploughed soil of a parcel with field
experiment may also be suitable for the indication and quantification of spatial soil variation.
Regarding to the costs involved with an UAV flight and the fact that field experiments are
designed beforehand, it was worth to assess the suitability of satellite images also.
Accurate determination of plot boundaries
An accurate determination of plot boundaries is crucial for the calculation of spatial soil
variation indices per plot. Accuracy is important because plots are small and are in some cases
located directly next to each other. Besides that, walking paths for observers are located next
to the plots. Without an accurate plot boundary the determination of the plots can be
contaminated with neighbouring plots and walking paths. A current bottleneck is the lack of
an accurate methodology for plot boundary determination within aerial and satellite images.
Next to accuracy, the suitability of a plot boundary determination methodology is also
depended on the labour consumption for ground reference data collection. Another important
aspect is the ability for the implementation with other sensors and machines used in
agricultural field research. Large developments for automation of the performance of field
research will be achieved in narrow future (Großkinsky et al., 2015). Multiple methods of plot
boundary determination were assessed during this research.

1.3. Objectives and relevance of this research
This research had the following objectives:


Development and suitability evaluation of a plot boundary determination methodology
in aerial or satellite images.



Assessment of the variance in yield explained by spatial soil variation identified from
aerial and satellite images of field experiments.
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Relevance of objectives
An accurate methodology for the determination of plot boundaries is essential for the
implementation of aerial imaging in field research. Once the accuracy of different methods is
investigated, the best methodology for plot boundary determination can be developed further
for automation of plot selection and read out of data per plot in aerial images.
If this research shows that yield variance can strongly be explained with spatial soil variation
visible in aerial or satellite images, such images can be used during the design of an field
experiment. Homogenous areas of parcels can be selected for the construction of a field
experiment. On the other hand, a spatial soil variation coefficient can be implemented as a
covariate during a statistical analyses of a field experiment.
The research objectives were summarized into several specific research questions and
hypotheses as described below:
Research questions
1. How could plots of field experiments be indicated in aerial or satellite images with an
high accuracy of a few centimetres?
2. What is the most suitable plot boundary determination methodology regarding to
accuracy, labour consumption and potentials for future?
3. Are aerial or satellite images useful tools to quantify variances within field
experiments caused by spatial soil variation visible in aerial images?
Hypotheses
1. H0: The accuracy of plot boundary determination is <0.05m.
2. H0: Soil variance has a significant effect on crop yield.
3. H0: An interaction between soil properties and tested objects exist.
4. H0: Variance in yield data of field experiments is stronger explained by soil variance than
by the tested objects.
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2. Methodology
The formulated research questions and hypotheses were assessed according to the following
procedures.
Firstly, research question 1 and 2 and hypothesis 1 were tested for two main strategies of plot
boundary determination:
1. Plot boundary determination based on plot sizes, number of plots, and spaces between
plots in the width and in the length. This strategy was applied for an algebraic
methodology with calculations of plot angular points in Excel and a graphical
methodology with plot boundary drawings in ArcMap.
2. Plot boundary determination based on Real Time Kinetics (RTK) measurements at
plot angular points.
Secondly, research question 3 and hypotheses 2, 3 and 4 were tested with spatial soil variation
indices derived from aerial images acquired with an UAV and a satellite image. The mean
pixel values per plot per index were read out with the aid of the plot boundary determination
methodologies.The mean pixel values per index per plot were compared with the observed
yield on each plot according to a linear regression analyses.
.
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2.1. Parcels
Three different parcels which contained a field experiment in 2016 were assessed during this
research. Field experimental set up, yield data and aerial images were made available by the
concerning parties. Two parcels contained a sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) experiment and one
parcel contained a grass (Lolium perenne/ multiflorum L.) experiment. The parcels were
located in the Netherlands, the sugar beet field experiments in the region of Steenbergen and
Roosendaal and the grass field experiment in the region of Homoet (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Locations of the assessed parcels in the Netherlands
(source: Esri Nederland & Community Maps Contributors)

IRS sugar beet field experiment Steenbergen
This parcel contained a sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) field experiment from IRS (Dutch sugar
beet research institute), five different seed storage treatments were tested for four cultivars
with four blocks. The location of the objects within the blocks was randomized. The
orientation of the blocks is shown in Figure 2.2. The available data consisted of plant numbers
per plot and RGB images acquired with an UAV. The field was sown at 18th of March 2016 in
the Q direction and the RGB images were acquired with an Ebee sensefly with a Sony DSCWX220 camera at the 27th of May 2016. The major part of the plants had 8 leaves and already
partly covered the soil (Figure 2.2). The created orthomosaic of these acquired images had a
spatial resolution of 0.016 m, a pixel depth of 8 Bit and the pixel type was unsigned integer.
This orthomosaic was used during this research.
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Figure 2.2: Orthomosaic with plots and plot sizes indicated for Steenbergen
The locations of plots are indicated with the P and Q direction. Four plots were magnified to highlight the plot
sizes and level of soil cover by the sugar beet crop. The blocks were distributed in the plot Q direction and are
indicated with red dotted rectangles, the numbers within these rectangles are block numbers. This orthomosaic
was supplied by IRS and created by Aurea Imaging.

This experiment consisted of 80 plots: 4 in the width (P direction) and 20 in the length (Q
direction). The plots had been pegged out with measuring tape and a surveyor’s square
(Figure 2.3). The plot sizes were 10m (length) by 2.5m (width) and spaces between plots were
2.5m (length) and 3.5m (width) (Figure 2.2). The field was sown with a RTK-GPS steer
controlled tractor, the GPS was used to drive in a straight line in Q direction.

Figure 2.3: Surveyor’s square
A surveyor’s square is a tool to construct a right angle by the naked eye. The source of this picture was
Twenga.nl
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IRS sugar beet field experiment Roosendaal.
A sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) field experiment consisting of 24 cultivars with 6 blocks was
performed on this parcel (Figure 2.4). The location of the cultivars was randomized for each
block. Sugar yield data and RGB images acquired with an UAV were available from this field
experiment. This field experiment was sown at 6th April 2016 and the RGB images were
acquired with an Ebee sensefly with a Sony DSC-WX220 camera at the 27th of May 2016.
The created orthomosaic of these acquired images had a spatial resolution of 0.015m, the
pixel depth was 8 Bit and the pixel type was unsigned integer. This orthomosaic was used for
this research (Figure 2.4). The major part of the plants had four to six leaves and less soil was
covered by the sugar beet crop than in Steenbergen (Figure 2.4). The of 144 plots consisting
field experiment in Roosendaal had been pegged out with measuring tape and a surveyor’s
square and were sown with an RTK-GPS steer controlled tractor in the Q direction. Each of
the two lines of 18m*180 m contained six plots in the width (P direction) and twelve plots in
the length (Q direction). The plots were directly located next to each other in the width and
the distance between plots in the length was 3.5 m. The plots sizes were 3m (width) by 12m
(length).

6
Figure 4.4: Example of the soil cover by
sugarbeet plants on the trial field of
Roosendaal
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Figure 2.4: Orthomosaic of the field experiment in Roosendaal with plots and plot sizes indicated
The location of plots is indicated with the P and Q direction. Twelve plots were magnified to highlight the
plot sizes and level of soil cover by the sugar beet crop. The blocks were distributed in the plot Q direction
and indicated with red dotted rectangles, the numbers within the rectangles are the block numbers. This
orthomosaic was supplied by IRS and created by Aurea Imaging.
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Barenbrug grass field experiment Homoet
This parcel contained 8 different grass experiments (Figure 2.5). Experiment 1 and 2
consisted of plots with Lolium perenne L. and experiments 3-8 consisted Lolium multiflorum
L.. Besides that, experiment 3 and 4 contained tetraploid grass plots and diploid grass plots
within one experiment. Experiment 5-8 contained plots which were all only diploid or
tetraploid. Dry yield data and RGB images acquired with an UAV were available from this
field experiment. This field was sown in autumn 2015. The aerial images were acquired at the
15th of September 2016 with an Ebee sensefly with a Sony DSC-WX220 camera. The created
orthomosaic of these acquired images had a spatial resolution of 0.02m, the pixel depth was 8
Bit and the pixel type was unsigned integer. The soil was quite dry and differences in plant
vitality due to drought were visible. Next to this, brown rust (Puccinia recondite L.) affected
grass plants of experiment 3-8 and the soil was completely covered by grass plants. The field
experiments consisted of three lines of 10m*195m (Figure 2.5). These lines consisted of 2
plots in the width and 126 plots in the length. The plot sizes were 5m (width) and 1.55m
(length). Nett plots were taken into account for the sake of mechanic harvesting and strong
plot edge effects. The net plots sizes were 4,6 m (width) and 1.20 m (length). The distances
between the net plots were 0.4 m (width) and 0.35 m (length). The experiment contained 756
plots (Figure 2.5). The plots had been pegged out with measuring tape.
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Figure 2.5: Grass experiments in Homoet
The location of plots is indicated with the P and Q direction. Twelve plots were magnified to highlight the plot sizes and
level of soil cover by grass. The red dotted rectangles with numbers represent the distribution of the performed
experiments on this parcel. This picture was supplied by Barenbrug Holland B.V.
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2.2. Accuracy assessment of plot boundary determination
The accuracy of plot boundary determination within aerial images can be affected by
accuracies during field experiment construction and acquisition of aerial images by a UAV.
These accuracies were assessed in this research by the three following steps (Figure 2.6):
1. Plot boundary determination based on plot sizes (algebraic in Excel and graphic in
ArcMap) as reference for the accuracy of field experiment construction and acquisition of
UAV data. These distances were expressed in metres.
2. Performance of RTK measurements for the assessment of the accuracy during field
experiment construction. RTK was measured in the projected Dutch national grid RD_NEW.
The unit of RD_NEW were metres.
3. Comparison of the reference in step1 and measurements of step 2 with pickets visible in the
Aerial image. The differences were expressed in meters.

Figure 2.6: Methodology for accuracy assessment
The rectangles represent the actions which had been taken and the octagon represent the data used for these
actions. The plot sizes and space between plots were expressed in m. The green ellipse is the output of this
methodology.
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Step 1: Plot boundary determination based on plot sizes
Algebraic
Excel was used to calculate the co-ordinates of the angular points (indicated with a,b,c and d
in Figure 2.7) for each plot in two steps according to the formulas of Figure 2.7. The first step
consisted of the calculation of the plot angular points based on the sizes, numbers and spaces
between plots in the width and in the length.
The second step consisted of the transformation of the plot angular points into the position in
the co-ordinate system (RD_NEW) of the parcel with a field experiment. The RD_NEW coordinate of the origin as indicated in Figure 2.7 was considered as the base for this
transformation; all calculated angular points were count up to this co-ordinate. Next to this, an
angle correction was required for a correct transformation; the direction of the plots in the
width and length may not be parallel with the X and Y direction of RD_NEW. The angle
between these was calculated by using at least a second RTK measurement in the direction of
the dotted line indicated in Figure 2.7. The angle was calculated with the arctangent of (Xorigen
-Xpoint at dodded line)/(Yorigen -Y point at dotted line ).

Schematic set up plots

Formulas
calculation

P1Q3

P2Q3

P1Q2

P2Q2

b

c

a:PiQj
x
y

P(i-1) * (W+τ)
Q(j-1) * (L+δ)

b:PiQj
x
y

P(i-1) * (W+τ)
Qj*L + Q(j-1)* δ

c: PiQj
x
y
d:PiQj
x
y
Xco-or

Yco-or

a
origin

Pi*W + P(i-1)*τ
P(j-1) * (L+δ)
transformation
(Xco-or PiQj *COS(α))-(Ycoor

P2Q1

P1Q1

Pi*W + P(i-1)* τ
Qi*L + Q(j-1)* δ

d

PiQj *SIN(α))+ X

RD_new co-or origin
(Xco-or PiQj *SIN(α)+( Yco-or

Parameter description
input parameters
Calculation
length of the plots
width of the plots
number of plot in P
directions
number of plot in Q
directions
space between plots P
direction
space between plots Q
direction
Transformation
angle between plots and
RD new
X RD new co-ordinate
origin
Y RD new co-ordinate
origin

symbol

unit

L
W
i

m
m

j
τ

m

δ

m

α

°

PiQj *COS(α)+Y
RD_new co-or origin

Figure 2.7: Formula’s for drawing plot angular points in Excel
The scheme left provided an indication of plot location in the P and Q direction. The width is P direction and
length is the Q direction. The letters a,b,c and d represent the plot angular points which were calculated with the
formulas in the middle of this figure. After this calculation the co-ordinates were transformed into the position of
the trial field within the Dutch National grid RD_NEW. The parameters used in the calculations of the plots
angular point and its transformation are represented by the left table.
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Graphical
A graphical approach for plot boundary determination based on plot sizes was applied in
ArcMap. Plot boundaries were drawn based on field experimental set up data such as plot
sizes, amounts and spaces between plots in the length and in the width. A principle wherein
four tables were drawn and transformed was applied to translate plot set up data to plot
boundary drawings. Figure 2.8 shows a simplified example of this principle. The left- bottom
(red striped) square represent the left plot boundaries of Q1 plots (Q direction = width) and
the bottom boundaries of plots P1 (P direction = length). The width of this left bottom square
was: (width of plots+ space between plots in the width). The length of this square is: (length
of plots + space between plots in the length). The square was transformed by the width of a
plot (blue dotted square), to above by the length of a plot (black solid square) and to the
combination of the transformation directions (green striped square).

P1Q2

P2Q2

P1Q1

P2Q1

P2Q2

P1Q2

P1Q1

P2Q1

Figure 2.8: Principle of four tables to translate plot sizes to plot boundary drawings
Left the squares were drawn separately, right the squares are merged. The letters within the squares represent
the plot in de P and Q direction.

This principle could also be applied for a table instead of squares, in that case the number of
columns is the number of plots in the width (P direction) - 1 and the number of rows is the
number of plots in the length (Q direction) -1. This method can be applied for all
combinations of plot sizes, space between plots and amounts of plots in the P and Q direction.
In this research this principle was applied in the ‘Create Fishnet tool’ of ArcMap. After that,
the drawn tables were merged with the ‘Merge’ tool of ArcMap. The exact procedure of this
method is further described by appendix 1. On one hand, the merged tables can be used as
georeference of the aerial image. That means a simplification of the position of the trail fields;
no co-ordinates of RD_NEW are taken into account. On the other hand, the merged tables
could also be placed into the position of the trial field in the National Grid using RTK
measurements. The procedure in ArcMap to place the merged tables in the position in
RD_NEW of the field experiment is also explained in Appendix 1.
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Step 2: performance of Real Time Kinetics measurements
The Real Time Kinetics (RTK) measurements were performed with a Topcon RTK Smartpole
(appendix 1) with an accuracy of 0.02 m (Garrido et al., 2011) (Berber et al., 2012), the RTK
measurements were expressed in metres in the projected Dutch national co-ordinate system:
RD_NEW. The locations of RTK measurements are shown by Figure 2.9 for each parcel. All
plot angular points had been measured in Steenbergen (a,b,c and d in Figure 2.7). The field
experiment of Roosendaal contained more plots than the field experiment of Steenbergen.
Regarding labour consumption, it was not feasible to measure all plot angular points with
RTK. For that reason, only the points within the aerial image visible pickets (located at plot
angular point in Figure 2.7) and marking points (without pickets) of end of plots had been
measured with RTK. The RTK measurements in Steenbergen and Roosendaal were
performed at 26th September 2016 and 27th September 2016 respectively.
The field experiment in Homoet was measured with RTK at 15th September 2016. For this
trial is was unfeasible to add visible markers (pickets) and perform RTK measurements for all
756 plots. The corners of the strokes visible in Figure 2.5, six plots next to each other and
randomly selected plots in the field experiment were provided with white papers as pickets
(10cm*20 cm). These pickets were put at the plot angular points. The pickets corresponded
with the performed RTK measurements and were visible in the orthomosaic. Plots were
selected randomly or next to each other to assess the required amount and positions of RTK
data points for the positioning of the plot boundary drawing in ArcMap. RTK measurements
were also performed at recognizable points in satellite images such as parcel corners and
causeways for the trial in Roosendaal (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9: Locations of RTK measurements for each parcel
The red spots indicate the locations of RTK measurements at the three different test fields.
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Step 3: Comparisons of boundary determination methods with RTK measurements and
visible pickets in the orthomosaics.
Algebraic comparison
This comparison was only performed for the trial field in Steenbergen, only for this field
experiment all plot angular points had been measured. The difference between the Excel
calculated and RTK measurements of the X and Y co-ordinates of the plot angular points was
assessed by the Pythagorean theorem: Difference between calculated and RTK measured plot
angular points =
The unit of both coordinates were meters. This comparison was an assessment of accuracy during trial field
construction.
Graphic comparison
The drawn plot boundaries in ArcMap for the trial fields in Steenbergen and Roosendaal were
compared with the RTK measurements. The drawn plot boundaries and measured angular
points were visualised in ArcMap (Figure 2.10). The measuring tool was used to measure the
distance between these points. Both plot boundary methods were expressed in meters so the
accuracy was also expressed in meters. The comparison of the ArcMap plot boundary
drawings with RTK measurements was not performed for Homoet for the following reason.
The design of the plot boundary drawings of ArcMap was adapted to the presence of a strong
plot edge effect. So, the ArcMap plots boundaries were drawn further inside the plots while
the RTK measurements and pickets were located at the exterior of each plot. Comparing the
RTK measurements and pickets with the ArcMap plot boundary drawings will result into an
irrelevant large difference; the difference will be rather caused by the difference in the set-up
of ArcMap plot boundary drawings and RTK-measurements than by the accuracy of trial field
construction or aerial image collection. The graphic comparison of plot drawn plot boundaries
with RTK assessed the accuracy during trial field construction.
The differences of plot boundary drawings and RTK data with pickets visible in the
orthomosaic were measured for the trial fields in Steenbergen and Roosendaal. The difference
between pickets visible in the orthomosaic and RTK measurements was measured for the trial
field in Homoet only due to the reason ascribed above. This comparison was also executed in
ArcMap.
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ArcMap plot boundary
drawing

Measurement tool
RTK measurement

picket
Figure 2.10: measuring tool in ArcMap
Three indicators of plot angular points were visualised: 1. The cross of the red lines represents a plot boundary
drawing 2. The yellow diamond represents a RTK measurements and the white area is a picket as visible in the
orthomosaic.

2.3.

Quantification of spatial soil variation

The methodology for the quantification of spatial soil variation depended on the source of the
aerial image and the rate of soil cover by sugar beets and grass. The procedure for the
quantification of spatial soil variation is described by the scheme of Figure 2.11. Spatial soil
variation was quantified for Roosendaal and Homoet only because crop yield data was made
available for these trials while for Steenbergen only plant numbers were available. This
research was focused on yield data because yield data was considered as most important.
Furthermore, the quality of the orthomosaic of Steenbergen seemed inadequate for further
analyses, this is further explained in the results and discussion.
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Figure 2.11: Schedule of methodology quantification spatial soil variation
The rectangles represent the actions which had been taken and the octagon represent the data used for these
actions. The green ellipse is the output of this methodology and has no unit.

Roosendaal (RGB orthomosaic)
The soil of the trial field in Roosendaal was partly covered with sugar beet plants and tractor
traces were clearly visible within the RGB orthomosaic (Figure 2.4). The presence of sugar
beet plants and tractor traces can contaminate the quantification of spatial soil variation. For
that reason, the soil between the sugar beet plants which was no tractor trace was assessed for
this type of data in this research. Several indices to quantify spatial soil variation were
assessed and the two best were selected for the calculation for the entire orthomosaic.
The argumentation for the selection of the two indices is shown by Figure 2.12. Nine
locations distributed within the field experiment were selected. Polygons were drawn between
the rows of sugar beets (no tractor trace) with the ‘Image classification’ tool in ArcMap for
each of the nine locations; one polygon per plot. Then, the ‘Training sample manager’ in
ArcMap was used to calculate the mean R, G and B pixel value per polygon. Several indices
were calculated for these spots. The calculated indices were partly (sum and R/B) based on
the founding of (Bartholomeus and Kooistra, 2015) the other indices were designs of this
research.
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Three locations (1,2 and 9) which most varied in visible soil colour were selected for index
comparisons. The indices were compared with each other as ratio between the pixel values of
the index between locations 1, 2 and 9. A comparison with absolute values was inadequate
because the indices had different ranges of pixel values. For example: a red band had pixel
values in the range of 0-255 while the sum of bands had pixel values in the range of 0-765.
An accurate comparison between these indices was hard to perform due to different scales of
the compared indices. For this reason, the ratio between the most diverging spots were
expressed for each index.
The indices R/B and R/(SUMRGB) seemed most suitable to indicate and quantify spatial soil
variation. These indices were calculated for the entire orthomosaic with the ‘Raster
Calculator’ of ArcMap. The following formulas were applied: R/B= (1000*R)/ B and
R/SUMRGB= (1000*R)/(R+G+B). The indices were multiplied by 1000 to create an output
with integer values.

ratio between spot 1,2 and 9

1,2
1
0,8

spot 1 divided
by spot 2
spot 1 divided
by spot 9

0,6
0,4
0,2

red
green
blue
sum
R+B
R/B
R/byall
G/all
B/all

0

index

Figure 2.12: Argumentation of indices to quantify spatial soil variation in Roosendaal
The numbers indicate the selected spots for index comparison. The bar chart is the comparison of the tested
indices and is expressed as ratio between spots most diverging in soil colour visible in the orthomosaic.

For each plot one polygon was selected on the bare soil between sugar beet rows (no tractor
trace) with the ‘Image classification’ tool of ArcMap. The mean value for each of the two
indices were calculated for each drawn polygon. The ‘Training sample manager’ of
‘The image classification tool’ in ArcMap was used for these calculations. The calculated
means for each index for each drawn polygon were added in the yield dataset of sugar beet
trial field in Roosendaal.
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Panchromatic satellite image of Roosendaal
Next to the orthomosaic, an open source satellite image was also assessed for Roosendaal.
A panchromatic satellite image of spot 7 with a spatial resolution of 1.5M was downloaded
from the http://www.spaceoffice.nl/nl/Satellietdataportaal. The panchromatic spectral band
was 450 - 745 nm (Airbus, 2016). The satellite image was taken at 05-05-2016 and spatial soil
variation was clearly visible, this soil was ploughed in spring and the crop was in a very early
development stage: no plants were visible. No indices could be calculated for this type of data
because the satellite image consisted of one spectral band. More specific information about
the spot 7 satellite is available at: http://www.intelligence-airbusds.com/en/4594-spot-67products
The satellite image was georeferenced using the RTK measurements of the corners of the
parcel and causeways. These were also visible in the satellite image. Then, the RTK
measurements of the field experiment were added to the satellite image. The ArcMap plot
boundary drawings could optionally be added. Note that the measured RTK points are leading
in this positioning because no pickets were visible in the satellite image.
With the aid of the RTK measurements and the ArcMap plot boundary drawings, the pixel
values per plot were read out by drawing a polygon with the ‘Image classification tool of
ArcMap. The ‘sample training manager’ of this tool was used for the calculation of the mean
pixel value for panchromatic data for each plot. These mean pixel value were added to data
set of Roosendaal.
The original image had a spatial resolution on 1.5m, a pixel depth of 16 Bit and was not
georeferenced. The width of this panchromatic band for visible light varies between450 till
750 nm (Airbus, 2016). No pickets were visible on this satellite image, so the satellite image
was georeferred based with the RTK measurements at the corners of the parcel and
causeways, these are represented by the crosses with numbers in the right map of figure 3.7.
Homoet
No bare soil was visible in the RGB orthomosaic the grass trial field in Homoet; the soil was
completely covered with grass (Figure 2.5). However, this picture was taken during a dry
period. Strong differences in spatial soil variation can be recognized in the vitality of the crop.
For example: when the soil varied in water holding capacity, the plant health and amount of
visible soil varied also. This assumption could be translated with the ratio between R and G.
The consideration for the application is this index was as follows: The plant affected by
drought were less healthy and more red became visible than healthy plants which were not
affected by drought (Figure 2.13). So if the relative amount of colour red increased, grass
yield decreased.
The index of R/G was calculated as follows: R/G= (1000*R)/G. The index was multiplied by
1000 to create integer values.
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With the aid of the plot boundary drawings, a polygon was selected for the entire net plot with
the ‘Image classification tool’ of ArcMap. The ‘sample training manager’ of this tool was
used for the calculation of the mean pixel value for the index R/B for each plot. These mean
pixel values were added to the yield data set of the field experiment of Homoet.

Figure 2.13: Ratio of R and G bands for (un)healthy plants (Ortiz et al., 2011)
The ratio between the reflectance of the Red and Green bands is dependent on plant vitality. A relative high
content of red indicates unhealthy plants.

2.3. Statistical analyses
The effect of spatial soil variation on soil on yield were analysed according to a linear
regression analyses in GenStat. The regression coefficient of spatial soil variation were
expressed in R2 values. The R2 values represented the percentage of yield variance explained
by the linear relationship between sugar beet or grass yield and the mean pixel value per plot
per soil index. The dependent variates in this experiment was grass sugar beet yield and the
explaining variate was the tested index for quantification of spatial soil variation. The R2
values whit a p value < 0.05 were significant.
The factors cultivar in Roosendaal and experiment in Homoet were also causes of yield
variance and were taken into account to provide an answer to hypotheses 3 and 4. The factor
object was added to assess the variance in yield explained by the combination of spatial soil
variation with cultivars (Roosendaal) and experiments (Homoet). Next to this, the interaction
between objects and cultivars were also assessed during the statistical analyses. The different
analyses are described below (Figure 2.13).
Set up linear regression analyses
1. Object/experiments tested separately (GenStat: linear regression analyses)
2. Entire trial field tested (GenStat: linear regression analyses)
3. Entire trial field tested in combination with objects/experiment and its interaction
(GenStat: linear regression with groups; grouping factor object/experiment)
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Figure 2.14: Scheme of statistical analyses.
The rectangles represent the performed actions, the octagons the used data and the green ellipse is the output of
this methodology and has no unit.
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3. Results
3.1. Comparison plot boundary determination methods
Algebraic

The utility of an algebraic method for plot boundary determination in aerial images was
assessed firstly. The co-ordinates of plot angular points calculated in Excel were compared
algebraically with the RTK measurements of plot angular points in Steenbergen. Figure 3.1A
displays the comparison of the algebraic plot boundary determination method and RTK
measurements in Excel. Figure 3.1B and C shows the difference in (m) between the calculated
plot angular points and RTK measurements for the plots in the P (width) and Q (length)
direction. This comparison shows an indication of trial field construction.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of algebraic plot boundary determination methodology and RTK measurements.
Figure 3.1A is the visualisation of the calculated and measured co-ordinates of the angular point of the plots in
Steenbergen. Figure 3.1 B and C are scatter plots of difference (meter) between the calculated and plot angular
co-ordinates in the plot Q (width) and P (length direction)
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The graphical display (Figure 3.1A) conveyed the first impression that there were no large
differences between the calculated and RTK measured co-ordinates of plot angular points.
The calculated and measured plot angular points in Figure 3.1A were overlapping and in line
with each other. The structure of the plot in the trial field was also clearly visible with both
methods. Next to this, missing RTK measurements became noticeable (arrow in Figure 3.1A).
However, Figure 3.1 was inadequate for providing an insight in accuracy of plot boundary
determination in the order of <1 meter; these are shown by Figures 3.1 B and C.
What struck one most were the two outliers which showed a difference of 0.5 m between the
calculated and RTK measured plot angular points. Except for these outliers, differences
between the calculated and RTK measured plot angular points varied between 0 and 0.35 m.
The density of marker points within the figures seemed highest for the difference of 0.15 m.
(Figure 3.1 B and C)
Regarding to the spatial distribution of differences between the calculated and RTK measured
plot angular points in the plot P and Q direction (Figures 3.1 B and C), seemed that no trend
was observed in difference in the Q (length) direction. Nevertheless, the plots in the P (width)
direction showed an obvious trend in difference. The difference between calculated angular
points and RTK measurements increased when the plot number in P direction increased. At
first sight, this trend this trend could be explained by the accuracy of the calculation for the
angle transformation in Excel. However, this trend was not observed in the plot P direction
while this trend should have occurred in case of errors during angle transformation.
Apparently, this trend was caused by the accuracy during the trial field construction. The plot
angular points were calculated with the consideration that the trial field had right angles (90°).
The plots of the actual field experiment in Steenbergen seemed not to have right angles.
Graphical

The suitability of graphic plot drawings in ArcMap for plot boundary determination in aerial
images was assessed secondly. This suitability could be affected by the accuracy during trial
field construction and acquisition of aerial images as well. The drawn plot angular points were
compared with the corresponding RTK measurements and pickets visible in the aerial imagine
to assess these accuracies. This is further described in the discussion.
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Figure 3.2: Visualisation comparison of ArcMap plot boundary drawings, RTK measurements and pickets in
the aerial image for the field in Steenbergen
The picure left is an example of 8 plots and the picture right is magnified view of a plot angular point as visible
in ArcMap. The plot boundary drawing is shown by the red lines, The RTK measurements by the yellow point
and the the white area within the black circle in the picture right is a picket. The distances between those were
measured with the ArcMap measuring tool in Figure 2.2

The results of the comparisons between plot boundary drawings, RTK measurements and
pickets visible in the orthomosaic are shown by Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1. Figure 3.3 shows
the spatial distribution of the differences in plot P (width) and Q (length) direction and Table
3.1 shows statistics for plot boundary methodology comparison.
Regarding to Figure 3.3 there were three types of comparisons and all comparisons were
expressed in meters:
1. ArcMap plot boundary drawings with RTK- measurements (indication of accuracy trial
field construction)
. RTK-measurements with pickets in aerial image (indication of accuracy acquisition
orthomosaic).
3. ArcMap plot boundary drawings with pickets in aerial image (indication of accuracy of
trial field construction and acquisition of orthomosaic)
The comparison of the ArcMap plot boundary drawings with the RTK-measurements
( ) indicated the accuracy during field experiment construction. The difference varied
between 0 and 0.25 m (except the outliers) for Steenbergen (Figure 3.3 A and B) and between
0 and 0.21m for Roosendaal (Figure 3.3 C and D). No large trends of differences were
observed for the plots in P and Q direction for both field experiments. However, Figure 3.1
indicated a trend in the P direction for the experimental field in Steenbergen and due to the
scale of the y-axis in Figure 3.3 for Steenbergen (0 to 3.5 m) became this trend not visible.
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Figure 3.4 was additionally created with another scale (0-0.6m) to test this assumption. There
seemed a trend visible but not as obvious as in figure 3.1B.
The comparison between RTK-measurements and pickets in the aerial image ( ) indicated
the accuracy of the acquisition of the aerial image. This difference varied between 0 and 3.13
m for Steenbergen (Figure 3.3A and B), 0 and 0.15 m for Roosendaal (Figure 3.3C and D)
and 0 to 0.21 m for Homoet (Figure3.3 E and F). No trends in Q (width) and P (length) plot
direction were observed in Roosendaal. A strong trend in difference for the Q direction was
observed in Steenbergen. Large differences (up to 3.13m) were observed in the middle of the
plots in the Q direction (Figure 3.3B). A strong wrapping effect was visible in the
orthomosaic (Figure 3.5). No RTK-measurements were taken into account during the
formation of the orthomosaic from the aerial images for Steenbergen, while for Roosendaal
and Homoet such RTK data was taken into account. Due to this inaccuracy the aerial image of
Steenbergen was not adequate for the quantification of spatial soil variation from an
orthomosaic, so this image was not used for further analyses of this research. In Homoet there
seemed to be a trend in P direction in difference between the picket and RTK-measurements.
This trend was probably caused by the higher amount of RTK-measurements in plot P1 and
P2 direction than in the other P directions (Figure 2.9). With more observations a larger
deviation in differences can be expected according to a normal distribution. The same
phenomenon was observed for the plots in the Q direction.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of plot boundary determination methodology in ArcMap
Difference between RTK measurements and pickets visible in orthomosaic.
Difference between boundary drawings and RTK measurements,
Difference between boundary drawings and picket
visible in orthomosaic.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of ArcMap plot boundary drawings and RTK measurements for Steenbergen at a
scale of 0-0.6m
A trend in difference in the P direction is not visible in Figure 3.3A, this can be caused by the scale 0-3.5. For
that reason, this figure was created with a smaller scale 0-0.6m to indicate the presence of a trend in difference
in the P direction.

picket

RTK-measurement

Figure 3.5 Wrapping of the aerial image in the middle of the plot Q direction of the trial field in Steenbergen
The figure left is the orthomosaic of Steenbergen with the RTK-measured angular poits (red bullits), the figures
right are magnifications of the aerial image to illustrate the wrapping effect. The Figure right below is an
example of the distance between a picket in the earial image and RTK-measurement of a plot angular point.
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The comparison between the ArcMap plot boundary drawings and pickets visible in the aerial
image ( ) indicated the combined accuracy of trial field construction and acquisition of the
orthomosaic. This difference varied between 0 and 2.70 m for Steenbergen and trends in
differences were observed in the P and Q direction, these were the same trends as in the
previous comparisons of plot boundary determination methods. This underlines the relevance
of the separate assessments of the accuracy during the construction of the trial field and
acquisition of aerial images. Without RTK-measurements cannot be concluded how the aerial
images or plot boundary drawings should be adapted to increase the accuracy and suitability.
According to the comparison of pickets with RTK seemed that the orthomosaic of
Steenbergen should be adapted. Probably, RTK measurements were required during the
formation this orthomosaic from aerial images to make it suitable for accurate plot boundary
determination.
On the other hand, the plot boundary drawings should be adapted to the accuracy during the
construction of the field experiment in Steenbergen; the trial field had no right angles.
Without the distinction of accuracy assessment of field experiment construction and
orthomosaic acquisition these proposals to increase the suitability of the tested plot boundary
determination cannot be forumulated.
The difference in Roosendaal varied between 0 and 0.26 m and there were no trends in
difference visible in plot P and Q direction. The relevance of this difference is further
described in the discussion.
Next to the, scatter plots of Figure 3.3 a statistical analysis was applied to support conclusions
about the suitability of the different plot boundary determination methods. The results of these
tests are shown in table 3.1. The means in this table represent the average differences between
the compared plot boundary determination methods. All of these means per field experiment
were compared with each other according to a paired T-test with a significance of (p<0.05).
Letters were added to indicate the significance of the difference between the means of these
comparisons; a different letter means a significant difference. Next to this the standard error,
minimum values, maximum values and the number of observations were shown for the
comparisons.
Most important was the comparison in how far the ArcMap plot boundary drawings or RTKmeasurements correspond with the pickets visible in the aerial images. The most accurate plot
boundary determination method was used for the next step in this research for the
quantification of spatial soil variation. The other comparisons were analysed to provide an
indication of the accuracies of trial field construction and acquisition of the orthomosaic.
Regarding to the mean and maximum values as presented in Table 3.1 seemed that the plot
boundary determination with the ArcMap plot boundary drawing was significantly more
accurate than with the RTK in Steenbergen. For Steenbergen the ArcMap plot boundary
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drawings seemed to be most suitable for plot boundary based on this comparison. However,
the question remained in how far this result is relevant due to the influence of the wrapping
effect in the aerial image. From the comparison of Roosendaal seemed that the plot boundary
determination was significant more accurate with the RTK-measurements than with the plot
boundary drawings. But these differences were small (0.04 to 0.06 m) regarding to plot sizes
of 3m*12m. Due to the small difference it was considered that both methods were suitable for
the plot boundary determination for the field experiment in Roosendaal. For Homoet the
ArcMap boundary drawings were used only, a net plot was drawn in within the plot (20cm)
from the edge of the plots. This was also a tolerance for possible inaccuracies of plot
boundary determination. The RTK measurements were used for georeference of the satellite
image and indication of plots when no pickets were visible in aerial images.
Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics of deviations for each performed comparison of plot boundary determination
letters were added to indicate the significance of differences; a different letter means a significant difference.
The plot boundary determination methods were compared per trial field. Con and acq were added do indicate
which accuracy was assessed con; construction trial field, acq: acquisition aerial images
mean

st. error

min

max

n

Steenbergen
1.Excel-RTK (con)
2.RTK-picket (acq)

0.14a
0.64b

0.004
0.100

0
0

0.58
3.13

318

3.plot drawing-picket (con+acq)

0.55c

0.080

0

2.7

80

4.plot drawing-RTK (acq)
Roosendaal
1.Image-RTK (acq)

0.10d

0.004

0

0.53

318

0.04a

0.004

0

0.15

142

2.Drawing-Aeral image (con+acq)

0.08b

0.056

0

0.26

139

3.Drawing-RTK (con)

0.08b

0.003

0

0.21

142

0.06

0.007

0

0.21

101

77

Homoet
Image-RTK (con)

3.2.

Indication of spatial soil variation and linear regression analyses with
yield data.

This sub section consists of the results from the quantification of spatial soil variation based
on indices calculated from the RGB orthomosaic and the panchromatic satellite image. The
results of these analyses are described for Roosendaal firstly.
Roosendaal UAV orthomosaic and panchromatic satellite data
The results of the quantification of spatial soil variation and statistical analyses were
visualised and summarized into tables. The left map in de Figure 3.7 is the visualisation of the
index red divided by the sum of red, green and blue. The ArcMap plot boundary drawings
were added to this map to indicate the plots with an accuracy of 10-20 cm (Figure 3.3). This
map showed a presence of a broad variation of the index R divided by the sum of R, G and B
within the field experiment. This index varied between 1000 and 0 because this the Red band
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was multiplied by 1000 to obtain only integer values for the index. This index clearly
visualised differences in soil within the trial field. The calculation of the index R/B was
calculated with the same methodology.
Figure 3.7 also shows the visualisation of the panchromatic SPOT 7 satellite image (right map
in Figure 3.7). The RTK measurements of the plot angular points were added to indicate the
boundaries of the field experiment and plots. The ArcMap plot boundary drawings were
added of a more obvious plot boundary determination less detail in the pattern of variance
than in the satellite image was visible than in the map left, but the same general pattern was
visible.
The next step in this research was to indicate in how far the indices were suitable to explain
variance in sugar yield. The explanation of variance by the linear relationship between the
index R/ sum of R,G and B and sugar yield (ton per ha) was assessed with a linear regression
analyses in GenStat.
The results of this these analyses were showed in the table in Figure 3.7 and in the scatter
plots of appendix 3.
Comparing the explanation of sugar yield variance with the different soil indices seemed the
panchromatic spot 7 satellite image most suitable for the explanation of yield variance
regarding to the observed R2 values in Figure 3.7. This index was able to explain 55% of the
yield variance regarding to the R2 values of the entire trial field. Additionally, the R2 values of
the separate analyses per cultivar were also highest and most significant for the panchromatic
satellite image. The index R divided by the sum of R, G and B explained 21% of the variance
in sugar yield and three R2 values of the separate analysed cultivars were significant. The
index R divided by B seemed not to be suitable for the explanation of variance in sugar yield
for the analysis of the entire trial field and cultivars separately.
.
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regressionmodel
Yield= index+constant
Yield = cultivar+ index +constant
Yield = cultivar+ index*X+(cultivar*index)+constant
cultivar
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

UAV G/B
0.04 s
0.03 s
0.05 s

UAV RdivRGB
0.21 s
0.22 s
0.13

Spot 7 panchromatic
0.52 s
0.55 s
0.51 s

0.32
0.08
0.20
0.02
0.08
0.13
0.38
0.05
0.08
0.01
0.13
0.00
0.28
0.55
0.28
0.93 s
0.45
0.11
0.18
0.00
0.30
0.03
0.14
0.23

0.01
0.00
0.38
0.04
0.75 s
0.31
0.44
0.00
0.59 s
0.11
0.06
0.36
0.13
0.60
0.32
0.77 s
0.04
0.27
0.45
0.04
0.36
0.23
0.30
0.31

0.58
0.84 s
0.61
0.62
0.79 s
0.75 s
0.89 s
0.37
0.67 s
0.75 s
0.60
0.75 s
0.84 s
0.55
0.24
0.51
0.32
0.73 s
0.49
0.46
0.64
0.49
0.22
0.23

Figure 3.6: Map of trial fields within spatial soil variation
Different indices were compared for explaining variance in sugar yield (ton/ha) based on the R2, letter s was
added to indicate when the observed R2 was significant (p<0.05) The index was multiplied by 1000 to express
the index only in integer values.
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Grass field experiment Homoet
R2= 0.64 s

R2= 0.19 s

R2= 0.49 s

R2= 0.54 s

R2= 0.12 s

R2= 0.27 s
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R2

Yield= R/G+constant
Yield= experiment+R/G+constant
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Figure 3.7: Map of trial field of the index R/G
This index was chosen because no soil was visible in the orthomosaic. The picture was taken during a dry
period. This index represents the ratio between Red and Green of the grass plots. Differences in soil may result
into vitality of the grass crop. The index was multiplied by 1000 to express the index only in integer values.
Explanation of variance is expressed in R2 , numbers indicate the experiment and s was added to indicate the
- 31 significance of the R 2 values (p<0.05)

Homoet RGB orthomosaic

Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of green Lolium perenne L. while the other experiments
consisted of rust affected Lolium multiflorum L. Besides that, in experiment 3 and 4 clear
differences were observed at plot level, large differences per plot were visible. This was
ascribed to the set-up of the trial field, experiment 3 and 4 consisted of plots with diploid and
tetraploid grasses as well. Keeping in mind such differences is crucial for the interpretation
and representativeness of the observed R2 values (Figure 3.8)
The indication of soil variance and its effects on grass for the entire parcel was hard because
the entire parcel consisted of grass with largely differing properties. In experiment 7 and 8 in
Figure 3.7a pattern is visible which can indicate soil variance, the R2 values were low but
significant. To assess the presence of spatial soil variation and effects on grass for this trial
field, the analyses should be adapted to the genetic properties of the grass plots. The plots
with common genetic properties should be assessed separately. So, in this analyses there were
high contaminations between the explanation of grass yield by grass genetic properties and
soil properties affecting grass vitality. The experiments with grass lowest varied in genetic
differences (experiments 5, 6, 7, and 8) had also the lowest R2 values but. This could indicate
less soil variation occurred in these experiments or that the index R/G was an inadequate
index to yield variance explain strongly soil variation derived from crop vitality. A more
sophisticated analysis which includes genetic properties is required to provide more
conclusions about the utility of the index Red divided by green to indicate spatial soil
variation. In this case grass species and resistance against brown rust should be taken into
account.
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Figure 3.8: Scatter plot between the R/B index and grass yield for experiment 1 and 2 separately showed
from the other experiments of Homoet
The grass dry yield is expressed by as an index because this yield data was considered as confidential by the
concerning partly. The genetic properties species and rust resistance of experiment 1 and 2 had a large
influence in this research.
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4.Discussion
4.1. Crop stage during observations
The accuracy plot boundary determination with RTK measurements was assessed by the
comparison of the RTK measurements with Excel calculated and ArcMap drawn plot angular
points and pickets visible in the orthomosaic. The observed differences between 0- 0.2 m for
Steenbergen en Roosendaal (Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1) were partly caused by errors during the
RTK measurements. The RTK measurements were performed in an established crop with
closed canopy and sugar beet roots with a diameter of 0.1-0.2 m. The observed differences in
RTK measurements with the other plot boundary determination methods in the range of 0-.02
m (Figure 3.1 and 3.3) were ascribable to the fact that the RTK pole was positioned next to
the sugar beet. Sugar beets which were located near to a plot boundary (<10) cm increased in
diameter as far as the sugar beet roots grew half outside of the plot and bend the white pickets.
These pickets were straight in the RGB orthomosaic because the image was acquired in early
crop developmental stages. The RTK pole was positioned next to a sugar beet root such as
indicated in (Figure 4.1). The red solid line is the actual plot boundary and the dotted blue line
was the position of the RTK pole. In this example and error in RTK measurements of 10 cm
was caused by the crop stage during the RTK measurements. Additionally, the outliers of 0.5
in Figure 3.1 and 3.3 were caused by the positioning of the RTK pole in the wrong sugar beet
row. The RTK measurements were performed in a closed canopy, plot boundaries and a row
pattern were barely visible and the distance between the sugar beet rows was 0.5 m. (Figure
3.1 B and C)

Figure 4.1: Effect of sugar beet size on accuracy RTK measurements.
The picket was bend due to the increase of sugar beet root, besides that the red foot of the RTK pole was placed
directly next to the sugar beet. The measuring tape indicated a deviation of 10 cm in RTK measurements..
The right red line indicates the plot boundary and the dotted blue line indicate the position of RTK
measurements.

The RTK measurements were also performed in an established crop for grass in Homoet. The
exact plot boundaries were barely visible because the grass plants stock out to the spaces
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between plots. For that reason, the pickets could not be located on the exactly on the plot
boundaries while for sugar beets these pickets were exactly located at the plot boundaries;
these were put into soil during the construction of the trial field. However, the plot sizes of the
trial field in Homoet allowed the implementation of net plots; but the tolerance between the
boundaries of the net and entire plot cannot be assessed because no pickets were added to
indicate the boundaries of the net plots. The straight lines plot boundaries should be clearly
visible to increase the accuracy of the RTK measurements. High contaminations to explain
variance in crop vitality by soil variance and other plant properties occurred (Figure 3.9). The
presence of soil cover by a crop was adversely to explain variance in yield by soil properties
visible in an aerial image. Furthermore, the satellite image of bare soil seemed most suitable
to explain yield variance by spatial soil variation (Figure 3.6)

4.2. Suitability of tested plot boundary determination methods
Figure 3.3 and Table 3.1 showed that an accuracy for plot boundary determination of 0.05m
was not obtainable according to this research. An accuracy of 0-0.25 cm was observed in for
images which had an adequate quality for further steps in this research (Roosendaal and
Homoet). This result was in line with the founding (Pilz et al., 2011 and Gross et al., 2016
wherein also an accuracy in the range of 0-0.25 for RTK positioning within aerial images was
observed. However, the suitability of the tested plot boundary determination is also dependent
on feasibility regarding to labour consumption and potential developments in future. The
method for the algebraic plot boundary determination and determination of accuracy was not
taken into account in this assessment. The algebraic method was unable to compare the coordinates of plot angular points with pickets visible on the aerial image algebraically, no
automatic recognition of or manually determination of the co-ordinates white pickets in aerial
images were in the scope of this research.
Regarding to labour consumption for plot boundary determination methods based on plot
sizes seemed most suitable. An accuracy between 0-0.25m should be taken into account.
These can be performed without RTK measurements when the co-ordinates of plot boundaries
were simplified to the properties of the plot boundary drawings in ArcMap or calculations in
Excel. In that case the co-ordinates were represented by the sizes of the plots. This method
can only be used for images were pickets on plot angular points and less 5 to 10 pickets were
adequate to obtain the observed accuracies. Including more pickets had no contribution to
increase the accuracy of plot boundary determination.
For the implementation of plot boundary drawings in the co-ordinates of the location field
experiment and satellite images were RTK measurements required as supplementation. The
RTK measurements indicated the corners of the field experiments and were as features during
the construction of plot boundary drawings. The corrections in the position of plot boundary
drawings were based on the white pickets visible in the aerial image or RTK measurements
when no pickets were visible such as in the satellite image. In both methods 5 to 10 pickets
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were adequate to obtain the observed accuracies. Including more pickets had no contribution
to increase the accuracy of plot boundary determination. However, additional RTK
measurements should be performed at points which are recognizable in satellite images such
as the corners of the parcel and causeways (Figure 3.6). These RTK measurements are
required for the georeference of the original satellite image.
Regarding potential developments and other advantages the plot boundary determination with
RTK seemed most suitable and will probably be implemented in future. The argumentation
for this is as follows: Firstly, the accuracy of RTK measurements can be increased when the
measurements are performed when plot boundaries are clearly visible and no crop plants
affects the measurements, while the accuracy of plot boundary determination based on plot
sizes has no potential be further increased. The accuracy of the plot boundary determination
with RTK may be increased to the range of the accuracy of 0.02m RTK. Secondly, the plot
boundary determination with RTK measurements is not sensitive for the accuracy during the
construction of the trial field, but it depends on the experimental set up in how far such
accuracies are relevant (Figure 3.1). Thirdly, multiple RTK measurements can be
implemented during the formation of an orthomosaic of aerial images acquired with an UAV.
The orthomosaic of Steenbergen was inadequate for further analyses due to a wrapping effect.
This wrapping effect was caused by the lack of RTK measurements during the formation of
the orthomosaic. The implementation RTK measurements corresponding with each visible
picket in the orthomosaic will make the orthomosaic of Steenbergen also adequate for further
analyses. Each plot should be measured because no predictions can be formulated where
inaccuracies during the acquisition of aerial images can occur. The observation of this added
value of RTK measurements was confirmed by the founding of Gross et al., (2016). In that
research RTK measurements were also crucial to increase accuracies of positioning within
aerial images from 2-3m to 0-0,25 m. Fourthly, the bottleneck of labour consumption for the
RTK measurements can be solved by new developments, RTK-GPS steered tractors can be
used to construct and measure positions of plot within field experiments. Furthermore Pilz et
al., (2011) and Huang Chiu-Jung, (2014) mentioned that RTK will be integrated in UAVs in
narrow future. Finally, plot positioning with RTK can easily be integrated with RTK-GPS
steered machines used in agricultural field research such as tractors and harvesting machines
and UAVs. The plot boundary determination with RTK then fits with the normalized position
determination as widely applied in other machines. On this way plot boundary determination
with RTK can contribute to further automation and increase of labour efficiency in
agricultural field research. Regarding to the relevance of the first research question the
following potential implementation of the results of this research is explained below:
In this research the plot boundaries and spatial soil variation were determined and assessed
after the construction of the trial fields. However, the best suitability can be obtained by the
combination of different plot boundary methods during the design, construction and aerial
image collection of the trial fields. Figure 3.6 showed that aerial images of bare soil were
suitable to indicate spatial soil variation. Such images can be used during the design of the
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trial field; the trail field can be positioned within areas with a homogenous soil. The shape of
the trail field can be adapted to the shape of homogenous areas of the soil. The plot boundary
calculations or drawings can be used to calculate the co-ordinates of the plots. This data can
be integrated RTK-GPS steered tractor which performs additional RTK measurements during
trial field construction. In future UAV’ will also be equipped with RTK (Pilz et al, 2011). For
that reason, are the positions pickets very important; these should exactly correspond with
RTK measurements of the RTK-GPS steered tractor. Trial field constructors, software
developers for RTK-GPS steered tractors and UAV’s developers and UAV flight companies
should collaborate for the development of an robust standardized plot boundary determination
methodology for agricultural field experiments based on RTK-GPS. Data from aerial images
can easily be exported to existing data sets of field experiments on such way.
Quality of airborne data
The quality of aerial images should also be taken into account for the assessment of the
suitability to assess spatial soil variation. In this research the suitability of the orthomosaic of
Steenbergen was affected by a wrapping effect. This indicated that orthomosaic should be
controlled and if applicable be corrected when a wrapping effect occurred. Next to this, the
spatial resolution of the orthomosaic should allow that pickets were visible in aerial images
when no RTK measurements were incorporate. The spatial resolution of the orthomosaic was
adequate for such application in this research. The ability of consumer camera’s to calculate
for agricultural agreed with observations of Rasmussen et al., (2016).
The spatial resolution was of the SPOT 7 satellite image was 1.5 m so less contamination by
vegetation and tractor traces were present in this type of data. Besides that, the differences in
spatial soil variation are most obvious directly after soil tillage. However, the spatial
resolution of the satellite data was 100 times larger than spatial resolution of the orthomosaic.
For the sugar beet trials this resolution was considered to be sufficient because the field were
3*10 m so the analyses consisted of multiple pixels and spatial soil variation different not on a
scale of 1.5 m (Price et al., 2009). Satellite images were not considered to be sufficient for
characterising crop or soil traits visible in aerial images which are different at plot level. Such
data was inadequate for plot boundary determination in the accuracy range smaller than 1.5
due to the spatial resolution of this image; details smaller than 1.5 m at plot corners and
causeways cannot be recognized for georeference with the corresponding RTK measurement.
This results were in line with the founding of Gómez-Candón et al., (2012) who assessed
panchromatic satellite data with comparable spatial resolution. The most accurate suitable
data is an aerial image acquired directly after intensive soil tillage such as ploughing, details
such as plants or tractor traces will be not visible. Plots can be drawn within the such image
based on RTK measurements at parcel corners and causeways. Nevertheless, a satellite image
was considered to be sufficient due to the fact that the soil not differed strongly in the range
smaller than 3m. (Price et al., 2009)
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4.3. Suitability indices to evaluate the effect of spatial soil variation on yield
The suitability of aerial and satellite images was assessed based on the R2 values per index
and in how far research question 1 and hypotheses 2, 3 and 4 can be answered with these
images. Besides that, the application of airborne data to indicate spatial soil variation was
compared with the other methodologies known in literature.
Sugar beets
The indices derived from the orthomosaic of Roosendaal showed a small or moderate
explanation of variance. Contradicting to expectations based on Bartholomeus and Kooistra,
(2015) the index R divided by B was unable to explain yield variance with soil variation. The
index R divided by the sum of R, G, B was moderately able to explain yield. Based on Figure
2.2 higher R2 were expected due to the ability of these indices to indicate soil variation. The
relative low R2 values for these indices could be explained by the fact that the polygons were
drawn between sugar beet rows instead of the bare soil of the entire plot. An analyses with an
aerial image with only bare soil and pickets visible could give a decisive answer for this issue.
A satellite image seemed most suitable to explain yield variance for sugar beets regarding to
the R2 values (Figure 3.7). However, these R2 varied for each cultivar separately and the R2
values were only significant for R2 values higher than 0.73 (Figure 3.7). This variation was
also observed in the analyses with the indices derived from the orthomosaic. The distribution
of the cultivars within blocks or contamination with genetic properties could explain these
variance in R2 values among cultivars. The standard deviation of pixel values per cultivar was
selected as indicator for distribution of cultivars over the spatial soil variation. These plotted
to the corresponding R2 values of each cultivar (Figure 4.2) to test hypothesis 4. Probably,
there was no relationship between the spatial distribution and the R2 values. The variation of
the observed R2 value was rather ascribable to genetic differences of the tested objects than to
the distribution over the spatial soil variance. In next studies the residual sugar yield (average
yield of cultivar X minus yield cultivar of one plot) could be taken into account to exclude the
cultivar influence. Another strategy for the statistical analyses in next studies is the
classification of spatial soil variance. The soil variation can be classified by intervals of pixel
values per index per plot. The soil classes can be implemented in another set up for the
statistical analyses such as ANOVA.
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Figure 4.2: R2 - value as function of the standard deviation among pixel values of repetitions of the cultivars
in Roosendaal . Each marker point represent one of the 24 cultivars.

However, an interaction between genetic properties and spatial soil variation could also
explain soil variance (hypothesis 3). The set up of the performed statistical analyses was not
adequate to provide an decisive and were to explain sugar yield variance by genetic properties
of the interaction between genetic properties and soil properties. The statistical analyses
should be specified with more genetic plant properties such as: breeder, resistance to pests and
diseases drought tolerance etc. Only including cultivar as explaining factor seemed
insufficient to explain an interaction. For that reason the tested interaction in Figure 3.7 was
not taken into account during the formulation of the conclusions of this research. The same
issue of contamination between these genetic and environmental influences on crop yield was
applicable for explanation of variance grass dry yield in Homoet. The issue of the knowledge
interaction between genotype and environment is a bottleneck for field researchers and plant
breeders for decades (Reymond et al., 2004). Aerial images with visible patterns of soil are
useful used to narrow this knowledge gap and will definitely used in future (Großkinsky et al.,
2015).
On the other hand, aerial and satellite images can be used by agricultural field researches
during the design of the trial field. From this research seemed that yield variance explained by
spatial soil variation visible on a satellite image varied from 23 % to 84 % per cultivar and 55
% generally. For that reason, it will be worthwhile to check with aerial or satellite images
with visible bare soil in how far spatial soil variation exists and in how far the trial field can
be adapted to it.
Next to aerial or satellite images, other current developments can be used for the indication of
spatial soil variation. For example national soil maps are existing (BIS Nederland, 2016) but
these soil maps were created with an accuracy of 250 m. Such data can only be to select the
required soil type for an experimental field or a global indication if soil variance exist in the
neighbour of a parcel. Satellite data and aerial images can explain variance within 1 meter and
an aerial image. For that reason, satellite and aerial images were more suitable.
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Another development made it feasible to make soil maps of a parcel based on automatic soil
sampling. A tractor pulled machine measures the conductivity of the soil at multiple depths
and measures pH frequently pH, the location of the measurements is mapped using RTK-GPS
(Fulton et al., 2011). However the accuracy and reliability of such data should be further
taken into account with such complex measurements and a tractor have still to drive on the
field. Nevertheless, such developments are crucial for further explanations of crop yield based
on soil properties. Such soil maps could be integrated with aerial images or data from other
sensors. In narrow future, the current trend of big data sampling and interpretation will also be
applicable for agricultural field research (Großkinsky,et al., 2015) Bengochea-Guevara,
2015).
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5. Conclusions
The research questions in this research were about how plot of field experiments can be
determined with an accuracy of <0.05m within aerial or satellite images and in how for such
images are suitable to indicate the effects of spatial soil variation on field experiments of grass
and sugar beets.
This research showed that plot boundary determination in aerial and satellite with Real-TimeKinetics (RTK) and plot boundary drawings based on plot sizes, amounts and spaces between
plots both were accompanied with an accuracy in the range of 0-0.25m. Plot boundary
determination with RTK has the highest potential to be implemented in future. RTK
measurements are required during the construction of orthomosaic from aerial images to
increase the accuracy of plot boundary determination from 3 meters to 0-0.25m and for
georeference of satellite images. RTK measurements have also the potential to become more
accurate when they are performed when plot boundaries are clearly visible from ground
perspective and no plants stand exactly on the plot boundaries. Monitoring field experiments
with RTK equipped UAVs contributes to integration plot position with other machines and
automation of agricultural field experiments.
In this research a panchromatic satellite image with a spatial resolution of 1.5 m seemed most
suitable for the quantification spatial soil variation to explain yield variance 23-89% for sugar
beets. The percentage of yield variance explained by spatial soil variation was strongly
affected by the influence of genetic properties of the tested cultivars of grass and sugar beets.
A more sophisticated statistical analysis with more specific genetic plant properties taken into
account is required to assess if variance in yield is rather caused by the genotype or spatial
soil variation and how strong the interactions between these are.
Nevertheless, satellite or aerial images with bare soil visible, preferred direct after intensive
tillage, are useful to take in account during the design of a field experiment. Homogenous
areas can be selected for a field experiment and translated into plot co-ordinates as input for
machines used in the construction, observation and harvest of agricultural field experiments.
Recommendations
Future studies are recommended to focus on further automation of plot boundary
determination with RTK. The reference measurements with an RTK pole should be performed
when plot boundaries are clearly visible and were not disturbed by the presence of crops on
plot boundaries. In addition to show more accurate effects of spatial soil variation of in
experiments with multiple genotypes, the genetic properties of the tested plants should be
taken into account during a statistical analysis. For example tetraploid grasses should be
distinguished from diploid grassed. It might also be interesting to assess the suitability of the
soil variation indices with another set up for statistical analyses. Yield residuals from average
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(e.g cultivar average) can be selected as dependent variate or ANOVA with soil variation
classified based on intervals of pixel mean values per index per plot can be applied.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Fishnet drawings in ArcMap
Two different strategies can be applied for plot boundary determination with plot boundaries
of ArcMap. These are explained below with the trial field in Steenbergen as example
1. Simplification of plot boundary co-ordinates; the aerial image was georeferred to the
plot boundary drawings. So, no co-ordinates were taken into account but only the plot
sizes.
2. Transformation of plot boundary drawings into the co-ordinate system of the trial
field.
Simplification of plot boundary drawing
Step 1: Open ArcMap > Data Management Tools > Feature Class > Create Fishnet

Step 2: Draw the left bottom base table (Red square in Figure 2.8) based on plot sizes, amount
of plots and space between the plots. The blue left base table on the next page is drawn on this
way.
Step 3: Apply the transformations to the right (plot width) and above (plot length) (other
squares of Figure 2.8) The middle and right tables on the next pages are drawn by this
procedure.
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Transformation by plot width (3m)

Transformation by plot length (10m)

M

Plot width (2,5 m) + space between plots in the
width (3,5 m)
Plot length (10 m) + space between plots in the
length (2,5 m)
Amount of plots in the length -1 (20-1=19)

Amount of plots in the width -1 (4-1=3)

base table
+ transformation to right
+ transformation to above
+ transformation to right and
above
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Step 4: Open ArcMap > Data Management Tools> General>Merge and merge the drawn
tables.

Step 5: Open ArcMap> customize>toolbars> Georeferencing and refer the aerial image to
merged tables using pickets visible in the aerial image
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Transformation of plot boundary drawings into the co-ordinate system of the trial field.
Step 1: Apply the same steps for the ´simplification of plot boundary drawings´, but keep in
mind that the RTK measurements are selected as template Extent in the Create Fishnet tool.
3

File with RTK measurements

Step 2: Convert the drawn features into graphics

Step 3: Add the aerial image by georeferring to at least one RTK co-ordinate from the file
loaded in the template extent. Position the plot boundary drawings to the corresponding
pickets with the aid of the drawing tool. With the drawing tool the plot boundary drawings
can be shifted and turned over the aerial image.
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Final result :
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Appendix 2. Topcom RTK smartpole set up

















Startup the fieldbook
Startup the receiver
At the fieldbook start Magnet field
For use with 06-GPS choose: HiperV NTRIP
This will open a Bluetooth connection between the receiver and the fieldbook
response: Bluetooth ready
Next it will connect to the NTRIP network (RTK)
response: RTK ready
From here on the GNNS measures with a high accurate accuracy
Press Home
Job: Create a new job, or select a job to work on.
When creating a new job, specify the name of the job
All other options can be skipped or defaults can be used.
Press Home
Survey:Topo
Give a logical name to the point ending with a numeric value (e.g. point1)
When storing locations, the ending number value will automatically higher with 1
As long as the RTK connection is established, you can store you location using the
store button at the lower left corner
Make sure the pole is level (use the leveller attached to the pole)
If RTK fix is lost:
Go to Home, and select Connect
Open the General tab and connect (disconnect)
Export the measurements of the current opened job to a readable text format:
Press Home
Select Exchange to file
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Appendix 3. Scatter plots of spatial soil variation indices and sugar yield

sugar yield (t/ha)
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A3.1: Sugar yield data as function of pixel value of the index Red divided by Blue
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Sugar yield (t/ha)
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A3.2: Sugar yield data as function of pixel value of the index Red divided by the sum of Red, Green and Blue.
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A3.3: Sugar yield data as function of pixel value of panchromatic satellite data
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